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Preface 
This portfolio contains three musical compositions that 
were composed between September of 1993 and May Of 1994. 
They include Twinkling', 'Emancipation' and ‘Once Upon a 
Time'. 
These three compositions are quite diflerent from my past 
works. In the past, most of my works trended towards the avant-
garde type. The last three are still non-tonal but they can be 
said to be a mixture of traditional and modem styles. This is 
also a direction in which I would like to develop later. 
I grew up within the traditional musical world. What I 
had to practice on the piano were compositions by J. S. Bach, 
Mozart, Haydn, Brahms, Chopin and Mendelssohn etc. At that 
stage，I really did not know or like contemporary music. After I 
learned more and knew more about new music, I came to accept 
and appreciate it. I began to believe every sort of music has its 
own value. Most people may only like or accept traditional tonal 
music. They may think that contemporary non-tonal music is 
‘out of the usual rut' and abstract, like the paintings of Pablo 
Picasso, for example, and they believe that such music is 
difficult to understand. Some may thiiik that such ‘abstract art' 
is rubbish! 
But we must think more carefully: if non-tonal music had 
appeared before tonal music, the 'rut' would be different. Non-
tonal music would be 'traditional' and therefore more acceptable 
than tonal music since non-tonal music had been accepted first. 
Fl 
Every kind of music is the same, in that it is used to express 
human feelings. Different epochs have their own ways of 
thinking and conveying ideas. 
In these three compositions，I have tried to mix traditional 
and modem compositional techniques. Traditional whole-tone 
scales, octatonic scales and chromatic scales are used during the 
compositions. But tlie harmony is non-tonal and pitch-class sets 
are also used. Besides, the augmented interval is emphasized. 
Quite regular rhythm is used but with shifting accents and 
changing meter. By these means, I hope to encourge people to 
enjoy contemporary non-tonal music more and I hope that they 
will eventually accept it as they do traditional tonal music. 
One year can be a short or a long time. Within this year, 
under the teaching of Prof. David Gvvilt, my supervisor，my 
knowledge of contemporary music and techniques has been 
widened. Besides, accumulating his comments and my own 
experience, I can build up my own ‘theory of contemporary 
music，. 
Lastly, I would like to thank Prof. David Gwilt, Dr. Chan 
Wing Wall, Dr. W. Watson，Dr. Cheong Wai Ling and Dr. 
Danial Law for their teaching during which they have widened 
my musical knowledge and helped me to develop my own 
musical mind and musical judgement. 
尸 . 2 
TWINKLING 
for 
Oboe & Piano 
composed in Autumn 1993 
� T w i n k l i n g � 
Introduction 
Twinkling was composed in September - October of 1993 
and is a short piece for oboe and piano. As the title suggests, 
the piece attempts to picture the glittering stars in the night sky. 
Each star has its own level of brightness. Although to the 
observer each flicker of a twinkling star is but a fraction of a 
second, its power is already enough to brighten the night sky. 
Formal Structure 
In order to suit the idea of twinkling，‘moment，form is 
used (Example 1). There are two main moments: 1 and 2. They 
are used alternately. iMoment 1 is for piano solo, with a fast-
i-umiing-notes element (which will be discussed later). Moment 2 
is for oboe solo, accompanied by the piano. 
Musical Elements 
Twinkling has three main musical elements: 
1. Triplet figure 
2. Fast-running-notes figure 
3. The oboe theme 
t 
The triplet figure is mostly used in the piano part. Firstly, 
it appears in a three-note form in both the right hand and left 


























































































































































































































































































B ill the left hand (beat 1, bar 1). The harmonic intervals 
are perfect fourth, major second and perfect fourth. Later, the 
pattern is developed, for example, through the expansion and 
alteration of the intervals. Sometimes，the rhythmic pattern is 
slightly changed, for example, in bars 11-12 and bars 17-18. 
This figure usually functions as accompaniment for the oboe's 
solo, except those，for example, in bar 1 and bar 7，in which 
they fimction as introduction. 
The theme of the oboe first appears at bars 8-10. Its 
developments appear at bars 14-16, 20-23 and 24-28. We can 
see that the last development is developed from the extension of 
bars 20-23. Here, the fast-running-note figure (in sextuplets and 
septuplets) is significant. 
The fast-ninning-note figure is also mostly used in the 
piano part. It firstly appears in bar 3 in a 10-note form. Later, 
in bar 5, it is in a 7-note form. This fast-running-note figure is 
developed using the same techniques as the triplet figure. For 
example, by these means, in bar 19, the pitches of the 10-note 
figure (with a melodic note at the top) are gradually altered 
from beat to beat. The 10-note figure of the last beat in bar 19 
is already quite different from the original. Here，the fast-
miining-note figure flinctions as the main melodic material. In 
bars 20-22 and bars 24-28, the fast-ninning-note figure is used 
together with the chordal element and functions as the 
accompaniment,for the oboe. We can see that the pitches of the 
figure are already dififerent from the original in bar 3. At the 
end，the 7-note form of the figure reappears twice again but the 
pitches are slightly different from those at the beginning. 
In fact，the melodic notes at the top of the 10-note figure 
in bar 19 are developed from the oboe's theme (bars 8-10)，i.e. 
F-sharp -- C-sharp - B -- E ~ E-flat (D-sharp) ~ A - B . These pitches 
are then placed at a different octave in bar 23 and some of 




Twinkling was composed for oboe and piano. In the piece, 
the slurs are plirase markings, not for breath marks. Performers 
should use the phrase markings in order to determine the most 
suitable breathing. 
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Emancipation was composed in November of 1993 to 
April of 1994. It has three movements and lasts more than 
fourteen minutes. Since the use of musical elements from the 
first movement towards the third gradually gains more freedom. 
Emancipation is the title. 
A set of pitch-classes (used with transpositions and 
alterations) is used in the first and the third movements, and the 
interval relationships among those pitch-classes are mainly 2nd 
and 3rd (Example 2). 
Example 2 
t" n bo ^ ^ bo 二 
' “ 丨 L II '1 M I 
mid rnifJi m ind Mao4 nrun<i 
Besides, the interval of the augmented 4th is emphasized 
both in the melody and the harmony. The chord that is used at 
the opening and ending of each movement is the most significant 
and important one because it connects the three movements. 
Within the whole piece, these opening and ending chords have 
the same quality but with transpositions and inversions (Example 
3). 
Example 3 The most significant and important chord in 
Emancipation. 
I. First Movement 
Formal Structure 
The first movement is in variation form. Besides the 
theme, introduction and several interludes, it has eight variations. 
It is shown in Example 4. 
Orchestration 
Different variations and interludes have different types of 
orchestration. This is also shown in Example 4. 
Thematic Materials—-the pitch-class set 
In this movement, the source for all the thematic material 
is built from a pitch-class set (Example 2). The original theme 
(bars 2-5) builds from this pitch-class set in the following way: 
Example 5 
r i i n f ^ i m n r i t T f F ^ f ^ i •• 
^ t,,不 个 t y U , 个 1、 
fiTch - class set 
We can see that the pitches of the set have an important role in 
this phrase of the theme. Then the consequent of this phrase 
(bars 6-10) is built from the retrograde of the pitch-class set 



















































































































































































































































































































a. The retrograde version of the pitch-class set. 
^ n 0 0 0 “ 0 
"J I I I I I I ' “ I ‘ 1 
Mi.t>cl vnJnJ A41V, M�iul »Y)in<i 
b. The consequent phrase of the theme in the first movement, 
bars 6-10. 
个 个 小 个 个 个 个 
Mch'cJasi Sit J 
Afterwards， all the thematic materials of different 
variations comes from the original pitch-class set and its 
‘consequent, pitch-class set but with transpositions and alterations. 
But the method of construction of phrases is the same. In the 
melody, the interval of an augmented 4th，which was seldom 
used in traditional music, is used frequently here. 
11. Second Movement 
Formal Structure 
The second movement is in ternary form (A B A,) 
(Example 7). In section A (bars 1-58), one of the most 
significant elements is the theme of the violin soli in bars 13-
23. This theme is developed until bar 47. Section B (bars 58-
81) is mainly for percussion solo. In section A, (bars 81-101), 
the violin soli theme returns but with alterations of orchestration. 
Harmony 
As mentioned before, the augmented 4th is used as an 
important interval both in melody and harmony in the piece. 
Besides, a set of chords is used throughout the second movement. 
This includes: 
Example 8 
/. 2. 3. 斗 . 义 ( > ' 7. 9. 1 10. H. n. /3. 14. IS. lb. 
iS F T f l i i t l ^ ^ i 14 go 
飞 ^ li- t t 
Each chord appears one by one from number 1-16 except 
numbers 14 and 15. Number 15 appears first at bar 48, 
followed by number 14. After its first appearance, each chord 
may appear in any order. The sequence of their appearance is 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































III. Third Movement 
Formal Structure 
The third movement is in binary form (A B) with a 
codetta (Example 10). 
Musical Elements 
In section A, there are three main musical elements 
(Example 10): 
1. Staccato element, e.g. bar 2 
» 
2. Running element, e.g. bars 9-10，beat 1 
j A ^ X f j 彻 : • 
3. Strings element, e.g. bar 10, beat 2 to bar 13 
In section B and the codetta, the musical elements mainly 
come from section 九 In section B，the theme from bar 58, beat 
3 to 70, beat 1，actually comes from the violin soli's theme in 
the second movement, bars 13-23. But this time the theme is 




















































































































































































































































































































































































2 Flutes (Fl.) 
2 Oboes (Ob.) 
2 Clarinets in B^ (CI.) 
1 Bassoon (Bn.) 
* 






Violin I (Vln. I) (at least 8) 
Violin II (Vln. II) (at least 6) 
Violas (Via.) (at least 4) 
Cellos (Vc.)(at least 4) 
Double Basses (D. B.) (at least 2) 
* All transposing instruments are in written pitch. 
, Movement 1 1 
Movement II 35 
Movement III 60 
Performance Notes 
Slurs 
Emancipation was composed for chamber orchestra. In the 
piece, the slurs are phrase markings, not for breath marks or 
bowing. Performers should use the phrase markings in order to 
determine the most suitable breathing and bowing. 
For percussion 
八 二 triangle 
= use super-ball (or equivalent) to 
roll on the tam-tam surface 
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ONCE UPON A TIME 
for 
Flute, Violin and Cello 
composed in May 1994 
p. for 
<Once Upon a Time> 
Introduction 
Once Upon a Time is a short piece for flute, violin and 
cello. It was composed in May of 1994. As the title suggests, 
the piece attempts to picture a story or a dream such as anyone 
might have. In an attempt to stimulate the listeners' memory，a 
quotation from the Nocturne in B^ by John Field is heard in the 
section B. 
Formal Structure 
The piece is in binary form (A B) with a codetta. Section 
A is from rehearsal mark A to I. Section B starts at J. The 
codetta is from K to M (Example 11). 
Scale 
The whole piece is made up of four kinds of scale: 
1. Whole-tone Scale 
II， “ 
2. Chromatic scale 
3. Octatonic scale 
Q 共"9 II p u 0 jttS ===t 



















































































































































































The first three scales are usually used together in section 
A and in the codetta. The B^ major scale is used in the first 
half of section B. Then in the second half of section B, the 
whole-tone scale is added to the B^ major scale. 
Quotation 
In section B，the Nocturne in B^ of John Field (Example 
12) is used with rewritten harmony. In the first half of section 
B, harmony notes are added to the violin part. In the second 
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Performance Notes 
脊 吞 专 i j ' . j i . • ？ 譯 = a s fast as possible， no matter what 
pitches they are 
I |JJJ||||[ = from slow to fast, repeat the 
3 丨 ： 丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨indicated 2 pitches one by one 
I 二 from slow to fast, play the indicated 
J f l l - ^ l ^ pitches 
^^  = as high as possible 
Slurs 
Once Upon a Time was composed for flute，violin and 
cello. In the piece，the slurs are phrase markings，not for breath 
marks or bowing. Performers should use the phrase markings in 
order to determine the most suitable breathing and bowing. 
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